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Surviving the zombie apocalypse

One day Noun and his Noun were exploring the Adjective woods and saw a suspicious

man with a Adjective bag.Tyler said "why is that man carrying a _big___trash bag like that" they

followed the man to a cabin in the middle of no where and it was getting dark.The man walked into the house

and Tyler and his friend __Kyle____walked around to the window and saw the man open the trash bag and a

unconscious man came out of the trash bag. The man started to verb __ the unconscious guy we saw a

name on the wall that said Jason house then.Jason turned and looked at us and groaned..Then we ran and people

started to come out of the ground and chase us.We found a house so we ran in and locked the__big___door and

we found a closet with weapons in it.So we verb all the food and weapons we could carry by the next

day we trained Conjunction we climbed a ___huge__ Hill and saw _Baltimore_City on fire.The next day

we tried to explore the ruined city to try to look for survivors we found only our friend from school ___Jimmy

___ so we got him Conjunction we started to explore the city more.Our neighborhood was in ruins I said

to myself "i should of never ran away i never got to say goodbye to my mom this is all my fault". Then zombies

started to pour out of everywhere we had some close encounters.We shot every zombie till they died again we

finally got away after 4 grueling hours of death.We got pushed into the inner city and we climbed on top of a

Mcdonalds.We saw Millitary helicopters we tried to signal them but they never saw us then in the middle of the

night another enormous group came out and we just tried to let them go away but i was filled with to much grief

and i killed them all.I did not sleep at all that night the next day me and Kyle went to go get food and

ammunition.Kyle told me that the day before Pronoun saw his grandmother get eaten by the group that's

why



Pronoun went phsyco.
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